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Introduction
The primary focus of this document are children of Dual Heritage who have one White
parent and the other of African Caribbean background. Although pupils of Dual Heritage in
our schools have a much wider range of ethnic backgrounds (White/Asian etc), the
specified target group is our most significant Dual Heritage group in Nottingham, both in
terms of numbers and concerns related to underachievement and exclusion. Some factors
and experiences will be of relevance to other pupils of differing Dual Heritage, some of
relevance to other Black pupil groups.
I hope to have produced a guidance document that will be of practical use to teachers in
schools; within each sub-section are highlighted actions and recommendations which will
enable schools to audit their current situation, develop their practice and create an
increasingly inclusive whole-school ethos that is supportive and relevant for Dual Heritage
pupils and families.

Terminology
The term Dual Heritage will be employed throughout this document; although labels are
rarely unanimously agreed upon, it is currently considered by many to be a more
acceptable and positive description than the still frequently used ‘mixed race’ (our pupils in
schools often use the latter, and sometimes still the term ‘half-caste’).
Why not ‘mixed race’?
It is scientifically agreed that different ‘races’ do not exist, only one Human Race, therefore
a shift from using the term ‘race’ seems to be the common order. Further, the word
‘mixed’ can have negative connotations in relation to identity e.g. ‘mixed up’, implying
confusion and also that the original elements from both heritages are inevitably lost or
changed.
Why not half-caste?
‘Caste’ is derived from the Portuguese word ‘casta’, meaning lineage or breed. In human
culture, it refers to rigid social divisions, as in the Hindu caste system. Societies with a low
degree of social mobility such as South Africa under apartheid and the practice of slavery
in the Southern United States could be described as caste-based societies – the
connotations of oppression are clear. Moreover, ‘half’ clearly implies lacking and
incomplete, indicating inferiority.
ACTION: Read/use John Agard’s poem “Half-Caste”

Dual Heritage, in contrast, describes a situation of having more rather than less (the best
of both worlds) - the original elements are retained intact. Numerous other, more
pejorative and racist, labels have been employed since the early appearance of children of
Dual Heritage during slavery, and new ones continue to surface. It is easy to distinguish
between descriptive terms such as those above, however unsatisfactory or inaccurate, and
deliberately racist insults
e.g. ”no nation”.
ACTION: Deal with, record and report all incidents of racist name-calling. Discuss
and challenge less appropriate terminology that is not deliberately racist.
Why should we as teachers (mainly White teachers) think that we can tell our pupils what
to call themselves or their peers, or that their language is wrong? Good practice indicates
that communities should be active in defining their own description and identifying where,
and from what, they feel excluded and included. Being labelled by outsiders, who make
assumptions about their lives, can merely add to the sense of exclusion. As educators, we
have to pay attention to changing definitions as there are no terms that will be right forever
more. We also have a duty to supply accurate information, provide consistency, reinforce
positive behaviour, address institutional racism and prepare our pupils to play their part as
responsible citizens in an increasingly multiethnic Britain. The use of appropriate
language as part of a code of conduct for school is one element of that ethos.
Terminology is important, and we need acceptable terms to enter common usage (as with
‘Black’ or ‘Asian’). It may seem pointless to invest such time and effort on identifying
‘correct’ terminology, which will certainly also become out-of-date in time. However, in a
society obsessed with labels that categorise people by ethnicity, it is vital that Dual
Heritage people too can claim their identity and place, otherwise they will continue to be
overlooked, disempowered.
“Official forms do not invite mixed parentage people to describe their dual inheritance.
Thus, looking into society, they see no reflection or validation of themselves.” (Tizard &
Pheonix, 2002:225)
Dual Heritage children are certainly not a new phenomenon in Britain or locally. With the
increasing ethnic diversity of families and relationships in Nottingham, where inter-ethnic
relationships have been a feature for decades (in particular, between White women and
Black Caribbean men), it is not uncommon to have pupils with a parent (or grandparent) of
Dual Heritage; this indicates that the term ‘multiple heritage’ is increasingly accurate (it
has been widely accepted in Sheffield, where they have a well-established Multiple
Heritage Service) and may perhaps be accepted here in the future as the way forward.
ACTION: Allocate some staff meeting time to discussing and agreeing preferred
terminology to describe this group, which will be used and reinforced consistently
by your school community.

Statistics
National
Britain’s history features invasion and migration that should entitle everyone to regard
themselves as ‘mixed’. Since the era of the Iceni, Angles, Saxons, Normans, Vikings and
Romans have all added to the mix that people often refer to as ‘British’ - and this is before
more recent migrations, particularly from Africa, the Caribbean and Asia, over the last two
hundred years. Fascinating research is ongoing into the earlier Black presence in Britain,
often directly linked to the Slave Trade, but also going back as far as Septimus Severus,
the Roman Emperor (146-211 AD). Children born as a result of contacts between Black
settlers and the indigenous population clearly resulted in children of Dual Heritage, but
their existence was not acknowledged and later generations soon became ‘invisible’
amongst the general population as their relationships were with the White population. We
can speculate about how many ‘White’ Britons have Black or Asian ancestors.
The census in 2001 was a milestone for people of Dual Heritage, and followed a long
campaign by those opposed to having to tick a box marked “other”. For the first time, the
UK government included a question on “mixed parentage” and data from the 2001 census
confirmed that Britain has the highest rate of inter-ethnic relationships in the Western
world. A study by the Policy Studies Institute estimated that in 1997 a half of Black men
and a third of Black women in relationships currently had a White partner. The number of
Dual Heritage people grew by more than 75% during the 1990s, totalling 10% of the total
ethnic minority population. It is now the third largest ethnic minority group and set to
become the biggest over the next decade. More than half of the Dual Heritage population
in Britain is under the age of 16. For some commentators, these figures provide a positive
indication of the growing acceptance of relationships across ethnicity boundaries.
“I hope it makes this country become more comfortable with its hybridity as a national
characteristic.” (Yasmin Alibhai-Brown)
In schools, of course, an important reason for getting the categories right is to ensure the
efficiency of ethnic monitoring of data. If statistics are to be considered reliable and
meaningful, we must be confident that we can accurately identify groups and trends in our
schools in order to ensure equality of opportunity, access and inclusion and identify
underperformance.
Schools should now be using the extended ethnicity codes, in line with the national census
and these include several “Mixed” groups:

MWAS = Mixed White and Asian
MWBA = Mixed White and Black African
MWBC = Mixed White and Black Caribbean
MOTH = Other Mixed Parentage

Previously ‘Black Other’ was the category used in schools for Dual Heritage pupils. After
the adoption of census categories, it was expected that ‘Any Other Black Background’
would now only include a tiny proportion of pupils who do not fit into the main given Black
or Black British groups (Black African and Black Caribbean). For example, it could include
African American etc. However, figures suggest that this is actually the preferred
classification for many Black and Dual Heritage families.
ACTION: Ensure that your school is not still using ‘Black Other’ as a category for
pupils of Dual Heritage, and that all staff are familiar with and employ the extended
ethnicity codes.

Statistics
Local

Modern Nottingham has a remarkably large proportion of Dual Heritage people, larger than
the Black Caribbean population, and second only to one or two London boroughs.
Approximately 7.5% of all Nottingham City school pupils are of Dual Heritage, (compared
to 2.5% in England and 7.3% in Greater London) and, in several of our schools, this is now
the largest ethnic minority group. It is also the fastest-growing group both locally and
nationally.
Recent data on the levels of attainment and exclusion of our Dual Heritage pupils (boys in
particular) give cause for concern. The Nottingham City LEA graphs for the cohort of
pupils that completed their GCSEs in 2004 illustrate the following:
• Dual Heritage pupils in Nottingham were the only ‘Black’ group to perform below the
White British pupils at KS2 SATs
• They were still the lowest attaining ‘Black’ group at KS3 SATs (although other Black
pupils’ performance was falling to close the gap)
• They finished approximately 13% points below White British pupils at GCSE, only
‘Black Other’ pupils sinking lower to approximately -15%.
(N.B. See note above under National sub-heading re. “Black Other”
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The graph above shows the progress and attainment of the cohort of Black pupils who sat
their GCSEs in 2004. It shows their level of attainment against the attainment of white
pupils in Key Stage 2 SATs in 1999, in Key Stage 3 SATs in 2002 and GCSEs in 2004.

The zero line (thick black line) represents the attainment of white pupils. As can be seen
from the graph most Black pupils out performed white pupils at Key Stage 2 but were
significantly lower at GCSEs.
However
• Dual Heritage pupils in Nottingham were the only ‘Black’ group to perform below the
White British pupils at KS2 SATs
• They were still the lowest attaining ‘Black’ group at KS3 SATs (although other Black
pupils’ performance was falling to close the gap)
• They finished approximately 13% points below White British pupils at GCSE, only
‘Black Other’ pupils sinking lower to approximately -15%.
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This pattern of below average attainment is mirrored nationally. Dual Heritage pupils are
also over-represented in exclusion figures, both locally and nationally.
ACTION: Monitor pupil numbers, attainment, rewards and sanctions, parental
involvement, attendance etc. in school by ethnicity, Dual Heritage pupils as
separate from Black Caribbean etc. Identify trends and address inequalities
through the School Improvement Plan

Identity
This has long been the one issue most often raised with reference to Dual Heritage
people, assumptions frequently being made about inevitable low self-esteem, lack of
identity and a sense of confusion. Our personal identity and self confidence are developed
over time through a combination of influences such as family, culture, peers, media etc. as
well as how we feel society accepts, reflects and values us as individuals and within a
group. Terminology (see above) is also of vital importance in this matter – a group who
has no commonly understood and agreed title amongst wider society will struggle to
determine and assert its own character and needs. Identity (i.e. how people perceive
themselves) is influenced by the way society perceives them, the terms they use to
describe themselves and that they prefer other people to use.
It is worth briefly outlining the developments in thinking and research in this area, in order
to dispel popular myths about inevitable confused identity amongst Dual Heritage people.

From mixed up…
Much of what has been written with reference to Dual Heritage people is exclusively
concerned with this idea that they are bound to be subject to divided loyalties and a lack of
clarity when it comes to matters of identity – in simple terms, “mixed up”. The early
Docklands Studies of the 50s and 60s concluded that the children of mixed marriages
would have psychological problems as a result of their ambiguous social position.
Sociologists put this down to society’s unaccepting attitude towards interethnic marriage
and the colour prejudice and discrimination applied to people of Dual Heritage (Wilson,
1987:11), expressing concern that the lives of Dual Heritage children would be
“fraught with misery because of the vastly different backgrounds of their parents.” (Wilson,
1987:4)
Commentators also suggested that children of Dual Heritage are faced with the painful
dilemma of having to choose between being integrated into the White group, being Black,
or in a kind of transient, marginal ‘no-mans-land’ where they are not particularly accepted
by either the Black or White groups. (Wilson, 1987:12)
To Black…
Later there was a move to include the Dual Heritage group within the larger ‘Black’ group.
This approach reflects the “one drop” theory of the United States,
where it was considered that even the slightest trace of Black heritage in a
person automatically made them Black. It seemed a logical step politically in Britain too, a
majority White society, and where Dual Heritage people as a visible minority are most
likely to be viewed as non-White, and face racism as a consequence.
Should Dual Heritage children then be viewed as the same as those with two Black
parents? Both groups certainly share a similar profile of being over-represented in the
exclusions data and underachieving in the education system. There is an argument that
says people of Dual Heritage should be no more confused about their identity than those
of Caribbean heritage, because the only difference is the point at which the ‘mixing’ has
occurred. Dual Heritage pupils, like Black Caribbean pupils, cite incidences of racism and
stereotyping in schools and wider society. Dual Heritage people are certainly not seen as
White, therefore identifying with the Black group provides a sense of common experience
and solidarity.
However, these children, as all others, have the right to acknowledge both their parents
and heritages. Further, if children are brought up by a single White parent, as is the case
with significant numbers of Dual Heritage pupils in our schools, it cannot be assumed that
they will easily be able to identify themselves as simply ‘Black’ (see Single White Parents
below).
Yasmin Alibhai Brown, author of the book “Mixed Feelings”, said one major worry was that
many organisations in Britain had adopted such policies directly from the U.S.
“The movement started there to claim all mixed race children as black – the argument was
if they suffer racism nobody asks them if they’re mixed race. But I think big mistakes were
made to drive policy makers and practitioners into accepting this rather ludicrous concept
because mixed race children aren’t black and they’re not white or brown – they are
themselves.” (Alibhai Brown, 2002)

To Mixed Race…
Anne Wilson’s study of 1987 was based on interviews with 51 Dual Heritage children and
their mothers. Her research demonstrated a shift towards a category called ‘mixed race’
and, moreover, a group with a positive identity who are not necessarily confused or
perplexed,
“mixed race children do not necessarily conform to the stereotype of the social misfit,
caught between the social worlds of black and white”.
She referred to a “positive Black/mixed race identity”.
.. “mixed race children can be themselves without suffering psychological disintegration.
Given the right environment, they can make full use of their
distinctive dual cultural heritage and assert their individuality in a multiracial society.”
(Wilson, 1987:199)
To Diversity…
Tizard and Phoenix, in their 1990-1 study, interviewed about 180 teenagers who were
White, Black and Dual Heritage and examined their views of the ethnic identities of Dual
Heritage young people. They were all aged 15-16 and the sample included both boys and
girls, working and middle-class young people and a range of school settings including
multiethnic, predominantly White, single-sex, co- educational and independent. They were
keen to emphasise the vast diversity of experience amongst the Dual Heritage group they
studied.
“…it is difficult to generalise about the mixed-parentage young people in our study. They
had little in common other than having one black and one white parent, and in most cases
having experienced some level of racism. Some felt that their mixed origins carried a wide
range of meanings. Some felt that their mixed parentage made them interestingly
unusual, while for others it brought an unpleasant feeling of ‘difference’. Some were proud
of their mixed parentage, others wished they were either black or white. Some thought of
themselves as black, others as ‘mixed’ or brown. Some reported that they had
experienced a great deal of racism, others considered they had met very little. Some had
many black friends, and were involved in black youth culture; others lived mainly in white
society and culture.” (Tizard and Phoenix, 2002:233)
Many participants described how these views also vary with context, seeing themselves as
having “multiple racialised identities”. Two-thirds of the Dual Heritage sample saw
themselves as able to bridge both Black and White cultures and felt equally comfortable
with both. The remaining third all expressed some positive feelings about their identity but
said they sometimes wished they were either ‘White’ or ‘Black’. Only two participants out
of the sample felt confused, as if they “…didn’t have a true identity”.
Dr Tony Sewell recently described “The Triple Quandary” for Dual Heritage young people:
1. The dominant mainstream culture
2. How society sees me – how I am positioned
3. The culture that I value as a comfort zone

Dual Heritage pupils who successfully negotiate this quandary, he says, tend to do the
following:
• Develop peer relationships across racial, ethnic, class and gender boundaries
• Participate in homogenous and heterogeneous extra-curricular activities
• Make a language and cultural switch
• Develop coping strategies to overcome inconsistencies between mainstream values
and their community values
• Internalise only those mainstream values which they define as necessary for their
academic achievement

Our pupils in our schools in Nottingham…
The key message in all of the above is that Dual Heritage people, like any other, do not
form a homogenous group with exactly the same experiences and terms of reference.
Factors such as family structure, local environment, social class, peer group, will all affect
the development of identity in young people of Dual Heritage.
Imagine these four children of Dual Heritage as pupils at your school:
A. Lives with Black father and White mother, two siblings, extended family networks on
both sides, friends from a range of ethnic backgrounds. All regularly visit father’s family in
Caribbean.
B. Lives with Black mother and White father. Little contact with either extended family.
Has mainly White friends from local neighbourhood.
C. Lives with White mother, Black father absent. Lives in multiethnic neighbourhood with
many Black and Dual Heritage friends.
D. Lives with Black mother, White father not involved. Social contacts with maternal family
and Black friends.
Clearly, each different set of life experiences and circumstances would be likely to lead to
differing outcomes in terms of sense of self, culture and ethnic identity. Each will be at a
different but equally valid ‘place’ (see subheadings in this section).
Single White parents
SureStart research stated that in some areas of Nottingham, six out of ten partnerships are
between a Black and a White individual. However, breakdown of these partnerships is
disproportionately high, and many single White mothers are bringing up Dual Heritage
children. Professional responses to this group have often not been appropriate because of
the tendency to label Dual Heritage children as Black. Some White mothers complained
that local authorities deny their experience of racism. In a recent report in St Ann’s,
commissioned by SureStart, White parents of Dual Heritage children said that they wanted
their children to ‘identify with both Black and White issues’.
There are additional considerations and parenting skills necessary for White parents
bringing up Dual Heritage children. On a purely practical level, essential
Black hair and skin care knowledge, as well as awareness of potential health issues such
as sickle cell, are crucial. Emotionally, there are further implications; White parents may
be personally affected by racism for the first time in their life, directed both at them and
their child, and may not have the coping strategies to deal with such incidents.

There have been some examples of White parents insisting that their Dual Heritage
children are categorised as White, denying that their children have any affiliation with the
Black community and opposing their inclusion in school activities or initiatives specifically
targeted at ethnic minority pupils. It is possible that a single White parent of a Dual
Heritage child who begins to identify her/himself as Black, may feel negated. These
children may need support in accepting all of themselves and to feel comfortable about
being Dual Heritage with a White parent; without this support, they and their White parent
may find it easier to accept society’s continued preference for Whiteness and reject their
Black heritage.
It is feasible that some Dual Heritage children in this situation, as they become
increasingly aware of their ethnic background (often towards adolescence), and develop a
desire to seek a ‘Black’ identity which may have been absent from their childhood,
frequently ‘latch onto’ the popular, often negative, media stereotypes of what it means to
be ‘Black’ (gun crime, violence, drugs, gangster rap etc.) The danger is that a lack of
positive Black role models, extended family contacts within the Black community, or
exposure to positive Black cultural identity (social, artistic, linguistic, religious etc) may lead
to these children developing a false sense of what it means to be and act ‘Black’, with
negative consequences.
Again, it is impossible to generalise about this situation – studies conducted in the 80s
concluded that White mothers of Dual Heritage children can be capable of providing
appropriate and positive parenting. Key factors were identified such as their cultural and
race awareness and their links with the Black extended family and community; if these
elements were present, their Dual Heritage children would be far more likely to develop
pride in their Black heritage. Many of our White parents today will have such an
awareness of ethnicity, racism etc, will expose their children positively to both cultures and
will prepare them well as confident Dual Heritage young people.
ACTION: Know your pupils and their individual family circumstances. Build a
partnership with parents and find out what they consider their child’s ethnic
heritage to be. Do not make assumptions about the sense (or lack) of ethnic
identity of pupils of Dual Heritage.

Dual Heritage Voice
(see also Educational Research below)
In 2004, a group of African Caribbean and Dual Heritage young people in Nottingham
worked with the City Museums Service to produce their own collection of short films (“The
Wordz Out”), expressing their experiences of being young and Black in the city, their
aspirations, what inspires them and the stereotypes and racism they deal with. They were
later winners of a national award in recognition of their project. One of the short films is
entitled “The Grey Area” and it is made by and about the experiences of Dual Heritage
young people. It explores the choices they have to make in order to be accepted and
challenges stereotypes of who they are (Available from the EMAG office or for more
details, contact Jo Kemp on 0115 9153691 or Marie Shaw on 0115 9153696).
Here is a selection of quotes (outlining both positive and negative experiences) by young
Dual Heritage people from the publication “Best of Both Worlds” (Early Years Trainers
Anti-racist Network):
“Being of mixed parentage, I have no time for racist people”
“My friends ask me why I’m White when my Dad is Black”
“Being of mixed parentage has given me pride in having such varied blood, an awareness
of other cultures directly. It has also given me the feeling of maybe seeing the world from
a wider perspective”
“My mother has had abuse hurled at her when walking down the street with me”
“I feel I have gained from being mixed race and have a wider view of colour”
“I knew that society would still see me as Black, which confused me as a child but as I got
older I learnt more”
* See Appendix 2 for poem “Blended” written by Nottingham Dual Heritage young
person (19 yrs).
ACTION: Create opportunities for your Dual Heritage pupils to express themselves
and their identities and discuss issues of importance to them. Use the resources
mentioned above in your school.

Educational Research
Very recent DfES research, conducted in June 2004, by the University of Bristol and Dr
John Hill of Birmingham LEA, and across 6 LEAs including Nottingham, focused on the
educational needs of Dual Heritage pupils with specific reference to barriers to
achievement.
The attainment of Dual Heritage pupils was seen to be below average. It was found that
although many barriers for Dual Heritage pupils are similar to those for Black Caribbean
pupils (e.g. institutional racism, exclusions, low teacher expectations etc), there are also
specific barriers particular to this group; these include experiences of racism from teachers
and both White and Black peers, as well as teachers’ stereotypical perceptions of pupils as
being from a fragmented home background and having ‘confused’ identities (see Identity
above) – this has sometimes led to the adoption of rebellious and challenging forms of
behaviour.
The research found that Dual Heritage was not recognised in the curriculum or in
school/LEA policies, invisibility making it difficult for underachievement to be identified and
challenged (see Statistics above). Where Dual Heritage pupils achieve highly, they often
benefit from inclusion in policies targeted at Black Caribbean learners.
ACTION:
Key recommendations were as follows:
• The DfES should develop clear guidelines on the use of terminology for
describing White/Black Caribbean and other mixed heritage learners (see
Terminology above)
• We must ensure that mixed heritage experiences and identities are reflected
in the National Curriculum and learning materials (see Curriculum, resources,
role models above)
• LEAs need to work with schools to tackle barriers to achievement faced by
mixed heritage learners, including effective data monitoring, target setting,
provision of resources and training of managers and teachers (see Statistics
above)
• Schools must work with LEAs to develop strategies that target Black mixed
heritage learners in the context of all Black pupils but also taking account of
their specific needs

Curriculum, resources, role models
It is commonly recognised good practice that all pupils need to see themselves, their
families and cultures reflected, respected and valued at school, and through an
appropriate curriculum, in order for learning to be motivational and relevant. The National
Curriculum remains largely Eurocentric in approach and content, but many schools and
teachers do successfully incorporate Black and Asian perspectives and resources into
their teaching. Dual Heritage experiences and role models, however, remain largely
invisible.
One reason for this omission, is that teachers sometimes struggle to identify many famous
Dual Heritage people, partly because of the common tendency for them to be subsumed
within the ‘Black’ category (see Identity above). We must ensure that Dual Heritage
pupils have the same opportunities to reclaim and be proud of their heroes and role
models. Here is a list of some significant people, both modern and historical:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mary Seacole
Bob Marley
Samuel Coleridge Taylor
Alexandre Dumas
Mariah Carey
Naomi Campbell
Frederick Douglass
Dame Shirley Bassey
Halle Berry
Craig David

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kelly Holmes
Vin Diesel
Alicia Keys
Queen Charlotte
Zadie Smith
Thierry Henry
Oona King MP
Booker T Washington
Ryan Giggs
George William Gordon

Important research is being done in Nottingham into the life of the businessman, George
Africanus, an ex-slave from Sierra Leone, who settled here, married and had children with
a local White woman, Esther Shaw. He died at the start of the Victorian Era and is buried
in Nottingham. Their children, too, and many others like them across Britain, were of Dual
Heritage, but were never recognised as such (Teaching resources on George Africanus
are available from the EMAG office).
* See Appendix 1 for a list of recommended books and resources that reflect the
experiences of Dual Heritage people and Appendix 3 for a quiz activity on famous
people of Dual Heritage
ACTION: Develop resources, displays and curriculum materials that reflect the lives
and experiences of Dual Heritage people. Promote positive role models of Dual
Heritage, both famous and from within the local community. (Many resources
available from EMAG office).

Conclusion
As the Dual (and Multiple) Heritage population continues to grow rapidly and is no longer
considered unusual, but rather the face of the future, it can be hoped that British society
will move forward on the debate around the ethnic identities of this and other groups.
‘Ethnic ambiguity’ has recently been announced as a fashion statement, its power being
recognised by both stars and advertising agencies in Britain and the US. Many Black and
Asian people are putting aside old labels which are becoming outmoded, White youngsters
are embracing so-called ‘Black’ lifestyle and culture in fashion, grooming, music, sport and
language, which have now become mainstreamed amongst the younger population.
This phenomenon could mark the turning point on the race debate generally. We may be
able to stop obsessing about categories, groups and identities because the pigeonholing
and classifying tasks will cease to be significant. Once there is a social acceptance of
interethnic relationships and Dual Heritage children, as the norm rather than the exception,
the battle will be largely won. The key is acknowledgement and reflection by the wider
society.

Appendix 1

RECOMMENDED RESOURCES REFLECTING THE LIVES OF DUAL
HERITAGE CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
As well as the booklist on the following page, I would particularly recommend:
For Teachers
Celebrating Identity: a resource manual for practitioners working with Black children and young
people including Black children of mixed parentage - C.Chambers et al. (Trentham, 1996) ISBN
1858560683
Remember Me: Achievements of Mixed Race People Past and Present –
A & M Hoyles (Hansib Publications, 1999) ISBN 1870518624
The Best of Both Worlds: Celebrating Mixed Parentage – Early Years Trainers Anti-racist Network
(Tel/Fax 01714884243)
Mixed Race Children: A Study of Identity – Anne Wilson
(Allen and Unwin, 1987) ISBN 0043701698
The Colour of Love – Yasmin Alibhai Brown

(Virago, 1992)

Mixed Feelings: The Complex Lives of Mixed-Race Britons – Yasmin Alibhai Brown (The
Women’s Press, 2001) ISBN 0704347067
Black, White or Mixed Race? - Barbara Tizard and Ann Phoenix
(Routledge, 2002) ISBN 0415259827
Raiding the Gene Pool – Jill Olumide (Pluto, 2002) ISBN 0745317642
For Pupils
Black Like Me - workbook 3: Mixed parentage - Jocelyn Maximé
(Emani, 1995) ISBN 0951197924

Title
Wait and See
In a Minute

T Bradman & E Browne

Author

Through my Window

T Bradman & E Browne

T Bradman & E Browne

Black, White, Just Right

M W Davol
S Greywolf
A Balloon for Grandad N Gray & J Ray
M Hoffman & J Northway
Nancy No-Size
Get Lost Laura
J Northway
Lucy’s Day Trip
J Northway
Lucy’s Rabbit
J Northway
Jennifer’s Quarrel J Northway
Shades of Black
S L Pinkney
Double the Love
B Ashley
That’s My Mum
H Barkow
When I Look in the Mirror

Sammy’s Christmas
Workshop

O Elliott & A Welch

Sammy Goes Flying
Under Sammy’s Bed

O Elliott & A Welch
O Elliott & A Welch

Zenobia and the Mouse

V French

Letang’s New Friend

B Naidoo & W Body
B Naidoo & W Body
B Naidoo & W Body

Trouble for Letang and Julie
Letang and Julie Save the
Day

Black is Brown is Tan

A Adoff & E Arnold McCully

Gregory Cool
Thief
Festus and Felix
Out of India

C Binch
M Blackman
K Ernest
J Gavin
M Blackman
M Blackman
M Blackman
A Gibbons
R Anderson

Noughts and Crosses

Knife Edge
Check Mate
The Edge
Princess Jazz and the
Angels

Great Comfort
Comfort Herself
The Broken Bridge
The Icarus Girl

Yasmin
Dracula in the Sunlight

Hari-Jan
The China Coin
Chapati and Chips

Other Colours

G Kaye
G Kaye
P Pullman
H Oyeyemi
J McDermot
C Powling
R Randhawa
A Baillie
A Khan
C Johnson

KS1
KS1
KS1
KS1
KS1
KS1
KS1
KS1
KS1
KS1
KS1
KS1
KS1
KS1
KS1

Age

ISBN
0749703512
0416151523
0382092589
0807507857
1881316289
0531083551
0195205960
0307175200
0233984232
0590541854
0590542796
0439148928
1841212784
1852696060
0590540777

KS1
KS1
KS1
KS1
KS1
KS1

023398528X
023398321X
0744515254
058212154X
0582121566
0582121558

KS1
KS2
KS2
KS2
KS2
KS3
KS3
KS3
KS3
KS3

0064432696
0711208174
0552528080
0416189245
0340854626
1416900160
0552548928
0385607733
1842550942
0434977349

KS3
KS3
KS3
KS3
Check age
suitability
for following:-

0233983007
0435123157
0330368559
0385513836
1852691174
0006742971
18526911882
0140347534
0947780998
0704349450

Appendix 2
(to be read as a rap in hip-hop style)

BLENDED
Too Black to be White, Too White to be Black,
Throughout my life consequently subject to various racial attacks,
Not necessarily physical or verbal
But as my mind’s eye looks back,
Occasions too numerous to mention begin to stack.
Take a bit of This, Bit of That, Bit of the Other,
Subconsciously perceived as an undercover brother
Sometimes my colour is like a pillow covering my face,
It starts to smother,
Black African father, White British mother,
Proud of myself and my history, I’d never want another.
And my friends don’t perceive it, of that I’m sure
They don’t see the tone of my skin, but sometimes that too can be a chore,
I’d talk about it more, but fear being a bore
Don’t mistake me, I feel rich even if I’m dirt poor.
And it could be so much worse – I’m not sick, in pain, I’m not sore
But even though this isn’t an ailment, sometimes I feel I need a cure
I hope that when I’m mature
And my children ask, I’ll know what to say,
I put these morbid thoughts on paper so later on I can put them away
And I’m annoyed reading back what I’ve written, it seem such a cliché
But I swear I mean what I say
All because I’m blended like that beautiful moment
Between night and day
Kader Daffé

Appendix 3
Dual Heritage Quiz
Look at these famous dual-heritage achievers, how many answers can you find?
Match the name to the achievement and then see the EMAS website for the
answers: www.manchester.gov.uk/education/diversity/emas/
Famous nurse who helped soldiers during the Crimean War.
Chinese philosopher who lived in 667 BCE.
Wife of Lord Nelson the famous English admiral.
Born in 1875 he was one of Britain’s most brilliant composers
of the 20th century.
Living in the 19th century, he was one of England’s greatest
poets.
She’s the winner of the MOBO best newcomer award 2002.
One of the world’s greatest composers.
Daughter of Ravi Shankar and first woman to win 8
Grammies on her debut.
Britain’s first black cabinet minister.
The famous singer of many hit songs including two theme
tunes for James Bond films.
Liverpool born poet, comedian, actor and presenter.
Footballer who plays for Manchester United and Wales.
She was one of Manchester’s most loved local community
figures.
An actress who has appeared in Coronation Street and
Holby City.
He was the first black mayor of Battersea in London in 1913.
The famous reggae singer and writer of many wonderful
songs.
Russian author and poet.
The patron saint of “mixed race” people.
Fashion designer & cousin of Paul.
The outspoken singer, celebrity and former Spice Girl.

Lao Tsze
Bob
Marley
Oswald
Boateng
Mel B

Craig Charles

Miss Dynamite

Mary Seacole

Samuel Coleridge
Taylor

John Archer

Kath Locke

Angela Griffin

Ludwig von Beethoven

Norah Jones

Ryan Giggs

Alexander
Pushkin

St Martin (de Porres)

Fanny Nesbit

Robert
Browning

Paul Boateng

Dame Shirley Bassey

What more can you find out about these famous achievers?

